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Outline 

 - LHCb in a nutshell; 
 - 2011 data taking; 
 - 2012 and beyond. 

 LNF contribution to LHCb 
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LHCb at LHC 
 LHCb detector covers the forward region at the LHC in a 
unique rapidity range: 2<η<5. 

 LHCb exploits the strongly forward peaked heavy quark 
production: covering only 4% of solid angle the acceptance 
for b-quark production cross section is ~40%. 
 Large cross sections (at 7 TeV): 
  σ(bb) = 284±53 µb; now ~1011 b decays on tape 
  σ(cc) = 6100±930 µb; now ~1012 D decays on tape. 

Trigger: 
 L0 (hardware): ~1 MHz from high pT µ, e, γ, h candidates. 
 High Level Trigger (HLT1+HLT2, software): ~3 kHz  
global event reconstruction plus selections 
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Data taking in 2011 
- 1.1 fb-1 acquired in 2011;  
- 91% data taking efficiency, including data 
quality; 
- Well beyond design parameters: peak 
luminosity and µ (pp-interactions per bunch 
crossing); 
- Luminosity leveling at 3.5×1032cm-2s-1 

nicely working with both magnet polarities 

Design value 
2×1032cm-2s-1. 

Design value 0.4 
pp-int/crossing 
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LHCb physics program 
Wide physics program: 
- Onia, heavy flavour production and spectroscopy: 
b-hadron masses, X(3872), pp→p+X+p,… 
-  B→Dh: towards γ CKM angle, … 
- φS related: time dependent BS studies,… 
- Rare B decays: BS,d→µµ, B→hµµ,… 
- Charmless B decays: CPV,… 
- Charm physics: CPV first evidence,… 
- Beyond heavy flavour: W and Z, inclusive jet and 
dijet, KS, Λ, φ production 7

of simulated experiments and found to be negligible; a369

systematic uncertainty is assigned below based on the370

statistical precision of the estimate.371

A value of ∆ACP is determined in each measure-372

ment bin as the difference between Araw(K−K+) and373

Araw(π−π+). Testing these 216 measurements for mutual374

consistency, we obtain χ2/ndf = 211/215 (χ2 probability375

of 56%). A weighted average is performed to yield the376

result ∆ACP = (−0.82 ± 0.21)%, where the uncertainty377

is statistical only.378

Numerous robustness checks are made. The value of379

∆ACP is studied as a function of the time at which the380

data were taken (Fig. 3) and found to be consistent with381

a constant value (χ2 probability of 57%). The mea-382

surement is repeated with progressively more restrictive383

RICH particle identification requirements, finding values384

of (−0.88 ± 0.26)% and (−1.03 ± 0.31)%; both of these385

values are consistent with the baseline result when cor-386

relations are taken into account. Table I lists ∆ACP for387

eight disjoint subsamples of data split according to mag-388

net polarity, the sign of px of the slow pion, and whether389

the data were taken before or after the technical stop.390

The χ2 probability for consistency among the subsam-391

ples is 45%. The significances of the differences between392

data taken before and after the technical stop, between393

the magnet polarities, and between px > 0 and px < 0394

are 0.4, 0.6, and 0.7 standard deviations, respectively.395

Other checks include applying electron and muon vetoes396

to the slow pion and to the D0 daughters, use of different397

kinematic binnings, validation of the size of the statisti-398

cal uncertainties with Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments,399

tightening of kinematic requirements, testing for varia-400

tion of the result with the multiplicity of tracks and of401

primary vertices in the event, use of other signal and402

background parameterizations in the fit, and imposing a403

full set of common shape parameters between D∗+ and404

D∗− candidates. Potential biases due to the inclusive405

hardware trigger selection are investigated with the sub-406

sample of data in which one of the signal final-state tracks407

is directly responsible for the hardware trigger decision.408

In all cases good stability is observed. For several of these409

checks, a reduced number of kinematic bins are used for410

simplicity. No systematic dependence of ∆ACP is ob-411

served with respect to the kinematic variables.412

Systematic uncertainties are assigned by: loosening the413

fiducial requirement on the slow pion, assessing the effect414

of potential peaking backgrounds in Monte Carlo pseudo-415

experiments, repeating the analysis with the asymmetry416

extracted through sideband subtraction in δm instead of417

a fit, removing all candidates but one (chosen at random)418

in events with multiple candidates, and comparing with419

the result obtained without kinematic binning. In each420

case the full value of the change in result is taken as the421

systematic uncertainty. These uncertainties are listed in422

Table II. The sum in quadrature is 0.11%. Combin-423

ing statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadra-424
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FIG. 3. Time-dependence of the measurement. The data are
divided into 19 disjoint, contiguous, time-ordered blocks and
the value of ∆ACP measured in each block. The horizontal
red dashed line shows the result for the combined sample.
The vertical dashed line indicates the technical stop referred
to in Table I.

TABLE I. Values of ∆ACP measured in subsamples of the
data, and the χ2/ndf and corresponding χ2 probabilities for
internal consistency among the 27 bins in each subsample.
The data are divided before and after a technical stop (TS),
by magnet polarity (up, down), and by the sign of px for
the slow pion (left, right). The consistency among the eight
subsamples is χ2/ndf = 6.8/7 (45%).

Subsample ∆ACP [%] χ2/ndf
Pre-TS, up, left −1.22± 0.59 13/26 (98%)
Pre-TS, up, right −1.43± 0.59 27/26 (39%)
Pre-TS, down, left −0.59± 0.52 19/26 (84%)
Pre-TS, down, right −0.51± 0.52 29/26 (30%)
Post-TS, up, left −0.79± 0.90 26/26 (44%)
Post-TS, up, right +0.42± 0.93 21/26 (77%)
Post-TS, down, left −0.24± 0.56 34/26 (15%)
Post-TS, down, right −1.59± 0.57 35/26 (12%)
All data −0.82± 0.21 211/215 (56%)

ture, this result is consistent at the 1σ level with the425

current HFAG world average [3].426

In conclusion, the time-integrated difference in CP427

asymmetry between D0 → K−K+ and D0 → π−π+ de-428

cays has been measured to be429

∆ACP = [−0.82± 0.21(stat.)± 0.11(syst.)] %

with 0.62 fb−1 of 2011 data. Given the dependence430

of ∆ACP on the direct and indirect CP asymmetries,431

shown in Eq. (3), and the measured value ∆�t�/τ =432

[9.83± 0.22(stat.)± 0.19(syst.)] %, the contribution from433

indirect CP violation is suppressed and ∆ACP is primar-434

ily sensitive to direct CP violation. Dividing the central435
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LNF contribution to LHCb 

LNF specific tasks: 
 - Muon Piquet Shifts; 
 - Muon Detector Operation Coordinator; 
 - BSµµ WG convener; 
 - Spokesperson.   

LNF, a “muon oriented” role: from the 
construction of the detector to the heart 
of the LHCb flavour physics program. 

Muon system:  
 - operation and hw maintenance 
 - offline efficiency   
Muon Identification: 
 - acceptance and efficiency 
 - mis-identification rate 
Data analysis (direct involvement): 
 - J/ψ production cross section; 
 - (three times!) BS,d→µµ:  
37 pb-1 (published Mar 2011), 
370 pb-1(published Dec 2011), 
1 fb-1 (2012 winter conferences); 
 - other rare decays (e.g. τ→3µ) in the 
near future. 
LHCb upgrade: Muon System (again!) 
and some “not muon” R&D 
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LHCb Muon System 

 5 tracking stations (M1 
upstream from calorimeter) 

 - subdivided in 4 regions 
with different granularities 

 - equipped with MWPC 
apart GEM in M1R1 

 ~26000 logical channels 

MuonID: 
 - extrapolate tracks 
 - find hits in a FoI (Field of Interest) 
 - muon candidate requires hits in different stations depending on the momentum 
 - from associated hits, calculate “muon probability”. 
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Muon System offline efficiency monitor 
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New version ready for 2012 run: 
 - also M1; 
 - use of a trigger unbiased sample; 
 - efficiency monitor also per charge. 
 - test with 44 pb-1 MagUp, 100 pb-1 MagDw 

Chamber efficiency per MS Station 

Chamber efficiency per MS Region 

Implementation of the Offline Muon 
System monitor (M2-M5 stations). 

(J/ψ→ µ+µ-  from B with pµ>15 GeV/c) 
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Muon Identification: 1D results 

Momentum (MeV/c)
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1D results (acceptance, efficiency, and both) as a function of p or pT; 
 - complete systematic studies; 
Universal curves, already used in many analyses: BS→µµ (370 pb-1), ASL, BS→K*µµ,…  
 - detailed LHCb note  available to the collaboration. 

Two steps needed to “have a µ” in the event: 
 - pass through the MS: geom. acceptance; 
 - produce a signal in the MS: efficiency. 

Two suitable calibration lines: 
    B→J/ψX (2b) and B+→J/ψK+ (3b).  
Tag-and-probe + fit and bkg subtraction. 
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Muon Identification: 2D results 
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 2D results as a  function of (p,pT) or (p,η); 
 - trigger unbias and sample related systematic study. 

µ+	
 µ-	
 µ+	
µ-	


Side A Side C 

Up Dw 

Side A Side C 

 - measure from data, same side (different 
charge µ behave in the same way in the same 
side) and same charge (same charge µ behave 
in the same way in opposite side) differences. 

 Acceptance/efficiency determined also per 
charge/magnet polarity (important for 
precise  “asymmetries” studies) 

 - 2D corrections already applied in on 
going analyses: BS→µµ (1 fb-1), 
BS→K*µµ, D→hµµ, … 

 - New LHCb note in preparation 
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Muon misID rate 
Relevant issue to control background in rare decays with muons (e.g. B→hh for Bd→µµ). 

Measure from data the probability of “muon mis-identification” as a function of (p,pT): 
 - π→µ or K→µ from D*->D0(Kπ)π decays 
 - p→µ from Λ->pπ decays.  

K->µ π->µ  

(from 900 pb-1 of 2011 data; TIS trigger unbias of the  π/K track) 
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Search for NP in BS,dµµ decays 
B(d,s)→µµ is the best way for LHCb to constrain the parameters of the extended 
Higgs sector in MSSM, fully complementary to direct searches 

Main SM diagrams 

~ |Vts |2, CA 

+ 

 Double suppressed decay: FCNC 
process and helicity suppressed: very 
small in SM but very well predicted: 
 BS→µµ = (3.2±0.2)×10-9,  
 Bd→µµ = (0.10±0.01)×10-9. 

 Sensitive probe to NP contributions: 
e.g. in MSSM, BR enhanced by tan6β.   

[Buras et al 
arXiv:1007.5291] 
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BSµµ: analysis strategy 
Selection: 
  - µ-based trigger + selection to reduce the size of data set 
  - similar for control/normalization channels 

Signal and background discrimination relies on: 
  - very good mass resolution: δp/p~0.35% => δm/m~0.55% for p=5-100 GeV/c 
  -  muon PID: ε(µ->µ) ~98%, ε(h->µ)<1%, for p>10 GeV   
  - excellent vertex and IP resolution σ(IP) ~25 µm, pT=2 GeV/c 

Discriminating signal and background using two variables: 
 - Invariant mass of µ+µ-: parameterization from data. 
 - Output of a Boosted Decision Tree, BDT  
    (from TMVA, use kinematical and topological variables). 

Normalization: 
 - use known B decay channels (B+→J/ψK+, BS→J/ψφ, and Bd→Kπ) to derive BR: 

 -  LHCb fS/fd = 0.267+0.021
-0.020  Phys. Rev.Lett. 107, 211801 (2011), arXiv:1111.2357v1. 
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BSµµ: BDT 
Output of BDT: 
 - built on 9 kinematical and topological variables; 
 - trained on MC (~0 for bkg, 0-1 flat for sig);   

BDT output shapes from data, by Mµµ fit in four 
BDT bins: 
 - signal, B0

(S) →h+h- events 
 - combinatorial background, B mass sideband 
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BSµµ: invariant mass 
Signal invariant mass shape: 

 Average value measured on data using B+→ J/ψK+ 
and  BS→ J/ψφ candidates 

 Resolution from data by linear interpolation 
between the measured resolutions of charmonium and 
bottomoniu di-muon resonance  
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BSµµ: selected events 
 Distribution of selected di-muon events in the 
invariant mass-BDT plane (370 pb-1); BS and Bd 
search window.  

 Projection in the BS or in the Bd invariant mass 
search window (mB±60MeV/c2  divided into 6 
bins) for the four BDT output bins. 
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BSµµ: result (370 pb-1) 

Combinatorial background     
Peaking background (~0.24/bin) 

SM signal expectation 

BDT 0 ÷0.25 0.25÷0.50 0.50÷0.75 0.75+1.0 

expected 
combinatorial 3325±39 40.8±3.8 6.8±2.3  0.63±0.50 

expected SM 
signal 1.29±0.23 0.72±0.12 0.90±0.11 0.89±0.13 

observed 3182  46  5  3 

Decay length 11.5 mm 
mµµ = 5.357 GeV/c2 

BSmm candidate? 
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BSµµ: result (370 pb-1) 

BSµµ:	

Expected ±1σ	


Observed 

Bdµµ:	

Expected ±1σ	


Observed 

 Translate number of observed events into BR measurement by normalization channels. 

 Extract observation/exclusion measurement using modified frequentist CLS method [A. Read, 
J. Phys. G 28 (2002) 2693] in 6x4 bins of m(µ+µ-) and BDT output: 

  Expected distribution of CLS (dashed black) under the hypothesis to observe a combination 
of background and signal (BS) or background only (Bd) events according to the SM rate. The 
green area covers the ±1σ of compatible observations.  
  Observed distributions of CLS (=CLs+b/CLb) as a function of the assumed BR (dotted blue). 

The signal hypothesis is excluded at the confidence level 1-α when: CLS < α 
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BSµµ: result (370 pb-1) 

370 pb-1 
2011 data 

Adding 37 pb-1  
of 2010 data 

                        expected (*)      observed      CLb 
  Bs → µµ         1.4×10-8                1.6×10-8          0.95  

  Bd → µµ         3.2×10-9                3.6×10-9         0.68 

                       expected (*)       observed      CLb 
  Bs → µµ         1.3×10-8                1.4×10-8         0.93 

  Bd → µµ        3.0×10-9                3.2×10-9          0.61 

BR limits at 95%CL 

 A
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2σ signal  
hint 

(*) hypothesis: bkg+SM for BS 
                         bkg only for Bd. 

 Translate number of observed events into BR measurement by normalization channels. 

 Extract observation/exclusion measurement using modified frequentist CLS method [A. Read, 
J. Phys. G 28 (2002) 2693] in 6x4 bins of m(µ+µ-) and BDT output: 
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2010-2011 “LNF” production 
Papers: 
 Searches for the rare decays B0s→µ+µ− and B0→µ+µ−  
arXiv:1112.1600; Accepted by Phys. Lett. B 
 Search for the rare decays B0s→µ+µ− and B0→µ+µ− 
arXiv:1103.2465; Phys. Lett. B 699 (2011) 330-340  
 Measurement of J/ψ production in pp collisions at s√ = 7 TeV 
arXiv:1103.0423; Eur. Phys. J. C 71 (2011) 1645 

Notes: 
 Results on Muon identification efficiency with 2011 data at LHCb  
LHCb-INT-2011-045; CERN-LHCb-INT-2011-045 
 Muon Identification performance at LHCb with the 2010 data  
LHCb-INT-2011-048; CERN-LHCb-INT-2011-048 
 A Muon Identification procedure for LHCb with Kalman Filter  
LHCb-INT-2010-052; CERN-LHCb-INT-2010-052 
 Measurement of the J/ψ production cross-section in LHCb 
LHCb-INT-2010-045; CERN-LHCb-INT-2010-045 
 Calibration Strategy and Efficiency measurement of the Muon Identification procedure at LHCb  
 LHCb-PUB-2010-002; CERN-LHCb-PUB-2010-002 
 A 1 mm Scintillating Fiber Tracker Readout by a Multi-anode Photomultiplier 
 arXiv:1106.5649 
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BSµµ: near future 

Required luminosity for a 3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery 
of a given BR(BSµµ) for LHCb and CMS combined. 

For LHCb: evidence ~1.7 fb-1, discovery ~5.1 fb-1.  

Once the BS→µµ is measured, start to constraining the 
Bd/BS ratio (prime interest for MFV scenario) 

L/LUSED (used luminosity: LHCb 0.34 fb-1, 
CMS 1.14 fb-1) 

LNF 
LNF 

LNF 
LNF 

LNF 
LNF 
LNF 

LNF 

WG check list towards 1 fb-1 LHCb result 
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LHCb: 2012 and beyond 

(LHCC feedback, march 2011) 

Data taking perspectives: 
 - based on 2011 experience and running at 4×1032cm-2s-1, LHCb can collect ≥1.5 fb-1/year 
2.5 fb-1 at 7 TeV and 4.5 fb-1 at 14 TeV (σbb=0.3mb @7 TeV, 0.6mb @14 TeV)  
 - by the end of 2017, ×12 the present (2011) data sample. 
 - upgrade plan: with 1-2×1033cm-2s-1 LHCb can collect 4-8 fb-1/year. 

To profit of the luminosity increase: 
 - present trigger HW limitation: 1MHz for L0 => readout all the sub-detectors at 40 MHz;  
 - exploit a fully software and flexible HLT trigger; 
R&D for some needed/wanted new sub-detectors.  
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LHCb upgrade: Muon System 
Upgrade and consolidations activities for the LHCb Muon System 

Electronics: define the architecture for 40 MHz readout start testing FPGA; check details 
for the feasibility of the proposed scheme 

Chambers:  
 - The long term resistance of the Muon 
Chambers has to be yet understood (up to now 
non significant ageing, but high currents in some 
chamber which are cured by conditioning).  
 - Rate effects must be verified for inner regions 
(in principle no problems below 1033cm-2s-1).  
 - M1 will be removed (pT given by track 
finding in the farm).  
 - Chambers and electronics spare pools to be 
increased (lack of chamber spares) most 
probably using the long shutdown 2013-2014.  
 - Better shield for backsplashes in M5 (under 
study)  
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LHCb upgrade: beyond Muon System 

Needed/possible replacement of central Outer Tracker 
modules exposed to radiation and high hits density. 

Different technology options under study for T stations:   

LNF potential interest towards other items, in particular the tracking system. 

Straws Si strips SciFi 

- Ongoing LNF R&D activity on thick SciFi [B.D.Leverington et al. arXiv:1106.5649] 
- LNF task force to study/define further possible involvements. 

A: “IT light” B: “Central Tracker” 
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Conclusions and outlook 
LHCb detector is working very well, and we experienced a very good data taking. 
Plenty of physics results, with more and more statistics. 

 The LNF LHCb group : 

 - contributed substantially maintenance and monitoring of the Muon System: muon 
chamber efficiency monitoring, offline muon ID validation, calibration and monitoring. 

 - give active contribution to data taking: run chief, muon piquet and data quality 
shifts attended.  

 - full integrated with LHCb analysis WGs, deeply involved in Rare Decays WG (study 
of rare decays with muon in the final states) with a leading role in the LHCb 
milestone BS,d→µ+µ-) 

 - is interested (together with other Italian LHCb groups) in a possible LHCb upgrade:  
   * already committed for Muon System upgrade and maintenance; 
   * ongoing R&D on specific (and new) sub detectors: open opportunities, to be 
explored in the very next future. 
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Additional information 
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2012 LNF LHCb people 

Economical requests (keuro) 
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LHCb detector 
 Decay time resolution δt: 30-50 fs 
 Momentum: 2-100 GeV/c range, δp/p = 0.35-0.55 % resolution. 
 Mass resolution δm = 10-20 MeV 
 Muon ID: ε(µ→µ) = 95 %, mis-ID ε(π→µ) = 1-3 % 
 RICH ID: π/K: ε(K→K) = 95 %, mis-ID ε(π→K) ~ 10 % 
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LHCb Trigger 

Hardware Level (L0): ~1 MHz from high pT µ, e, γ, 
hadron candidates (ECAL, HCAL, Muon System). 

Software Level (High Level Trigger, HLT): access all 
detector data; farm with ~15000 CPU cores on multi-
processor commodity boxes; 
 - HLT1: ~30 kHz; confirm L0 candidate with more 
complete info, add impact parameter and lifetime cuts. 
 - HLT2: ~3 kHz; global event reconstruction plus 
selections 
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Luminosity leveling 

L ~ 3.5×1032 cm-2s-1 

 Average pileup ~ 1.5 

Tested successfully:   
L = 4. ×1032 cm-2s-1 
it is twice the design luminosity. 

- We proved LHCb can run at L=4.× 1032 
cm-2s-1: collect more than 1.5 fb-1 per year 
of data taking. 
- Plan: run one year at √s=7 TeV, then 
move up to √s=14 TeV, for three years, 
until 2017. 
- 2017 integrated luminosity: ~6 fb-1 
equivalent to √s=14 TeV. 
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2011 reprocessing 
2011 data reprocessed  
completed in 8 weeks 

CERN not used for reprocessing (dedicated to processing incoming data) 
Around 25 % of reprocessing jobs ran on Tier 2 sites 

Start October End November 
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LHCb versus SuperB 
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LHCb versus SuperB 
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LHCb versus SuperB 
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Muon Identification 
 Definitions: 
 Two steps needed to “have a µ” in the event: 
   - pass through the Muon System: geometrical acceptance (MuAcc flag); 
   - produce a signal in the Muon System: efficiency (IsMuon flag, given MuAcc). 

 Samples: 
 Data:  ~1 fb-1 from two suitable calibration lines: B→J/ψX and B+→J/ψK+ events.  
 MC:  ~300 pb-1 equivalent. 

Methods: 
 - Tag-and-probe, fit and bkg subtraction; 
 - Systematic error determined for different:  
ε  determination, background subtraction,  
ε trigger unbias, parameterization, sample,…  

Results: 
 1D: acceptance and efficiency corrections as a function of the p or pT of probe. 
 2D: acceptance and efficiency corrections as a function of (p,pT); for pT same 
binning as misID study. 
 Universal curves: needed to all analysis involving muons 
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Muon Identification: techincalities 

 -  two S,B determinations: 
0) full signal plus background 
lineshape (Crystal Ball + linear bkg) 
1) background subtraction from linear 
fit to the mass side band 

 - two methods to measure ε(µID): 

0) 

1) 

00 

01 

10 

11 

 Four possible combinations; allow to 
determine the systematic error due to 
method and bkg subtraction 
 - combinations agree within 0.1% a part 
0.5% difference for 00 combination  
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Acceptance: 2D (p,pT) vs 1D p 
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Efficiency: 2D (p,pT) vs 1D p 

Efficiency, measured on data for the 2-body (JpsiFormB) sample 
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Digression on detector (A)symmetries 

µ+	
 µ-	
 µ+	
µ-	


Side A Side C 

Up Dw 

Side A Side C 

Same side: muons of different charge behave in the same way in the same side 
   Side A: Up-µ- = Dw-µ+ 
   Side C: Up-µ+ = Dw-µ- << test this combination. 

Same charge: muons with same charge behave in the same way in opposite side 
   µ-: Dw-µ- (Side C) = Up-µ- (Side A) 
   µ+: Up-µ+ (Side C) = Dw-µ+ (Side A)	
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BSµµ upper limit: summer 2011 

★ LHCb EPS  

 CDF EPS  

LHCb: 1.6×10-8    L~300 pb-1 
   LHCb-CONF-2011-037 

CMS:   1.9×10-8    L~1.1 fb-1 
    Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011) 191802 

LHCb+CMS:  1.1×10-8 
  LHCb-CONF-2011-047 
   CMS PAS BPH-11-019 

CDF: 4.0×10-8    L~7 fb-1 
  Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2011) 191801 

D0: 5.1×10-8    L~6.1 fb-1 
  Phys. Lett. B693 (2010) 539 

The past 13 years BR limits at 95%CL 

L (pb-1) Predicted to be rare in the SM:  
BR(Bs→µµ) = (3.2±0.2) × 10-9 

BR(Bd→µµ) = (0.10±0.01)×10-9 
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Trigger for BS,dµµ 
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BS,dµµ (370 pb-1) result 

BSµµ 
Bdµµ 
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BSµµ: extrapolated sensitivity 

Required luminosity for a 3σ evidence or a 5σ discovery 
of a given BR(BSµµ) for LHCb and CMS. 

LHCb CMS 
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BSµµ: extrapolated sensitivity 

[arXiv:1108.3018] 

Required luminosity for a 3σ evidence or a 5σ 
discovery of a given BR(BSµµ) for LHCb and CMS 
combined. 

For LHCb: evidence ~1.7 fb-1, discovery ~5.1 fb-1.  

Required luminosity for a 3σ evidence or a 5σ 
discovery of a given precision to which LHCb and 
CMS combined  can constrain contributions 
exceeding BR(BSµµ) SM. 

(luminosity in terms of used luminosity: 
LHCb 0.34 fb-1, CMS 1.14 fb-1) 

Once the Bs → µµ is measured, we can start 
constraining the Bd/Bs ratio, which is of prime 
interest for the MFV scenario.   
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BSµµ: extrapolated sensitivity 

Upper limit extrapolation   
in the presence of SM signal 

Observation:  
a 3σ evidence of SM signal 
observation is possible within  
the end of  7 TeV run.   

7 TeV run   
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Global fit and  BS,dµµ 

 BS->µµ  upper limit pushes tanβ down (opposite direction wrt direct searches) 

 a valuable benchmark of any BSM theory in large tanβ regime  
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ϕs: Ambiguity Resolution 

S wave 

P wave 

S - P wave 

Choose the solution with a decreasing trend of δs- δP vs mKK in the  
ϕ(1020) mass region  

K+K- P-wave: 
Phase of Breit-Wigner increases 
rapidly across 
ϕ(1020) resonance 

K+K- S-wave:   
Phase of Flatté amplitude  
for f0(980) relatively flat  
(similar for non-resonance) 

[Y. Xie et al., JHEP 0909:074, 2009]  

Similar to Babar measurement of sign of cos(2β), PRD 71, 032005 (2007) 

Use few % S wave KK present in the sample  
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ϕs: Ambiguity Resolution 

Solution I displays the 
expected decreasing trend 

Background  
subtracted m(KK) 

 Dataset used for the LP result (350 pb-1), 
open up m(KK) mass cut 
 Perform analysis in four bins of  
m(KK) and extract phase dependence  

1 σ 
2 σ 

Data favour the 
SM solution 
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CKM picture in 10 years 

LH
C

b 
@

 2
 

fb
-1

 

LHCb @ end of 2012? 

LHCb can pin down the error on gamma 
 to 10o-5o in 2011-2012 
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LHCb upgrade 

- The flavour sector offers a very rich 
complementary of the High Energy 
Frontier searches for NP 
- Recent LHCb results shown the 
potentialities of Flavor Physics at 
LHC, being unique for NP searches in 
BS (also for Bd and Charm) 
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LHCb upgrade: history and schedule 

Spokesperson (P.Campana, LNF) 
at last CNS1, Firenze, Nov 2011  


